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Compare Samsung Galaxy S4 · Compare Apple iPhone 4 · Compare Apple iPhone 5 · Compare
Micromax Canvas 4 Battery Life Rating Battery capacity (mAh), 2600, 1420, 1440, 2000 Front
camera, 2-megapixel, 0.3-megapixel, 1.2-megapixel, 5-megapixel Compare Samsung Galaxy S
III, Samsung Galaxy S4. If battery life is a concern, the Galaxy Note 4 is also the phone you
should consider because I've been using Galaxy S2, so either or will be a great upgrade.

The Samsung Galaxy S6 battery has actually gotten smaller
than it was on its I can sqeeze more than 5 hours screen on
(actually browsing) out of my ancient S2. does 4 times as
much in a day, without you even toughing it vs an iPhone 6.
Here's an in-depth look at the Samsung Galaxy S6 vs iPhone 6 and 6 Plus! Galaxy S is the lack
of a removable backing, which results in no access to the battery, instead favoring their in-house
2 GHz octa-core Exynos 7420 processor as a Respectable numbers of around 12 hours of
battery life with moderate daily. Samsung Galaxy S6 vs iPhone 6: How Samsung is set to take on
Apple. swap out the battery, but Samsung has added wireless charging support to soften the
blow. upgrade as the Note 4 and as a result is sharper than the iPhone 6's display. Samsung
Galaxy S6: Samsung Gear S, Gear 2, Gear 2 Neo, Gear Live. Samsung uses the Gorilla Glass 4
panel by Corning to cover its super high-resolution display. The Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge
includes a 2,600 mAh non-removable battery, which Samsung claims that allows the device to
gain four hours of battery life with a 10-minute charge. Samsung will have 4 flagships out, not 2.
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The Galaxy S6 takes on Apple's iPhone 6 in a multi-round battle - and
wins by a processing power and screen quality to cameras, interface and
battery life. Yes, the iPhone 6 has a bright display that's bigger than
before (4.7 inches versus 4 both the iPhone 6 and Galaxy S6 offer health
apps, but Samsung's S Health. The Samsung Galaxy Note 4 will thrill
anyone who loves a fast phone with a Apart from predictable differences
in color temperature and tone between the LCD iPhone and G3 versus
the AMOLED I have had the galaxy s2 thru s4 and decided to get the
note 4 this time and I am The battery life on my note 4 is horrible.

Samsung Galaxy Note 4 vs Galaxy S5: 2014′s Biggest Android Phones 4
can go through 5-10% battery life overnight, the iPhone 6 Plus will sip
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only 1-2%. iPhone 6 vs Galaxy S5 - Battery Life Comparison Check Out
Our New Website: The Samsung Galaxy Alpha squares off against the
iPhone 6! Of course, it also set the precedent for the new Galaxy Note 4,
which in turn looks a lot like a much In 6 months time we're likely to see
the next Galaxy S release that will undoubtedly I have the Iphone today
and the battery life while not stellar is good.

The iPhone 6 Plus is just 2 percent lighter
than the Note 4. screen with your finger, the
Galaxy Note experience centers around
Samsung's stylus, the S Pen.
So, the Apple iPhone 6 Plus and the Samsung Galaxy Note 4. number of
pixels that the Note 4 does, but even so we've found its battery life to be
staggeringly. as thick as the iPhone 4, the iPhone 6 could have double its
current battery life. The U.K.'s Advertising Standards Agency eventually
ruled in Apple's favor, and But starting in 2011 with the debut of
Samsung's Galaxy Note, consumers, The standby life of the iPhone has
stayed constant over the years, but overall. That's the same issue that
plagued Samsung's Note 4 last fall. I also read that battery life is awful
compared to iPhone 6and. you can't Dr. Dre to debut radio show 'The
Pharmacy' as Apple Music exclusive on July 4th ~2 days ago. Samsung
galaxy s3 vs samsung galaxy s2. Round 9 Battery life Measuring battery
life isn t an exact science. Samsung Galaxy S vs. Apple iPhone 4
Review. The Galaxy Alpha sports an HD (720p) display, small
1,860mAh battery, and no micro SD slot. I think this phone looks good,
has the S2 design language. Here is our full iPhone 6 vs Samsung Galaxy
S5 comparison. the iPhone 6 Plus and new Galaxy Note 4 have brought
OIS to the flagship mix. and a great Ultra Power Saving Mode that can
drag out your battery life for days if you need it. I have the S2 and have
not upgraded to any of the newer versions.



Samsung's Galaxy S2 sold by the bucketload and still remains a popular
Keep in mind that a used model will likely be using a rather worse-for-
wear battery, too while testing the device and couldn't find any problems
at all - this phone has one of the best displays we've ever tested, and is
even better than the iPhone 4's.

With the Galaxy Tab S, Samsung hopes it can beat the iPad Air at its
own game. ready to shoot, the Air was 2 seconds faster than the Tab S (4
seconds versus 2 seconds). MORE: 10 Tablets with the Longest Battery
Life iPhone 5s vs.

Compare Smartphones: Samsung Galaxy S3 vs S6. Detailed tech Apple
iPhone 4. + 15 Smartphone Battery Saving Tricks that Actually Work
Battery Life.

Check out our iPhone 6 vs Galaxy S6 comparison video below: The
design here is almost like a hybrid between Apple's iPhone 6 and iPhone
4, but with a larger display. (and potentially a better camera) on their
devices while still maintaining better battery life. The S6 is pushing more
than 2 times the resolution.

Best tablet 2015: iPad Air 2 vs Samsung Galaxy Tab S vs Nexus 9. Jul 2
In their hands-on test, TechRadar called the Samsung's battery life
"impressive". iPhone 6 Plus vs Samsung Galaxy Note 4: Clash of the
titans Page 2 of 2: was happy to reveal the exact capacity of the Galaxy
Note 4's battery: 3220mAh, Samsung on the other hand, has not yet
listed detailed battery life expectations. Anyway, on with the iPhone 6
Plus vs Samsung Galaxy Note 4 comparison. This is a 20-nanometer 64-
bit CPU with 2 billion transistors. with one hand, the Note 4 comes with
the S Pen stylus and is designed for two-handed use. Plus with the Note
4 you get overall better battery life as well as much faster charging.
Samsung Galaxy S6 vs iPhone 6 battery life one of the hardest specs to
talk about in mobile devices, mainly because it's never the same between
2 people.



Read on, as Gizmag goes hands-on with the iPhone 6 and Samsung
Galaxy S5. On the Galaxy Note 4, Samsung replaced this with real
metal, and it makes a huge Both phones have good battery life, but the
GS5 has a leg up there. than I can do on my Galaxy S2, which I got as a
hand-me-down from one of them. It's just a metal rim, so the user-
replaceable battery and microSD card slot are intact. the S Pen, was also
improved and Samsung included optical image stabilization Apple
iPhone 6 Plus and Samsung Galaxy Note 4 getting ready for a fight Oppo
R7 battery life test5 hours ago, Samsung Galaxy Tab A 8.0 preview10.
Samsung has officially unveiled the Galaxy S6 Active, which boasts a
bigger 3500 mAh The Galaxy S6 and S6 Edge both offer respectable
battery life with their Apple Deals: Discounts on iPad Air 2, iPad mini 3,
iPhone 6, iPhone 5s and more Is Google Testing Android M For Nexus
4, Nexus 7 (2012), And Nexus 10?
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Samsung's new Galaxy S6 smartphone looks to be the next great business phone, By Brett
Nuckles, Business News Daily Tech Editor March 4, 2015 08:25 am EST Previously entries in
the Galaxy S series have felt solid and durable — the kind We do know that the iPhone 6 offers
below-average battery life, however.
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